Apostrophe: A figure of speech in which a thing, a place, an abstract quality, an idea, a
dead or absent person, is addressed as if present and capable of understanding. In Persian
speech called “Eltefat”.
Archetype: A basic model from which copies are made; therefore a prototype. In
General terms, the abstract idea of a class of things which represents the most typical and
essential characteristics shared by the class; thus paradigm or exemplar. An archetype is
atavistic and universal, the product of „the collective unconscious‟ and inherited from our
ancestors. The fundamental facts of human existence are archetypal: birth, growing up,
love, family and tribal life, dying, death, not to mention the struggle between children and
parents and fraternal rivalry. The archetypal idea has always been present and diffused in
human consciousness.
57. according to the definition of the term “Archetype” which of the following Persian
sense is not archetype?
A) آیین تشرف
B) ازدواج
C) تقدیرگسیسی
D) سفرماجراجویانه
58. in persian literature the archetype sense is mostly seen in:
A) novel
B) epic
C) folktales
D) folksong
Atmosphere of the mind: A phrase invented by Henry James to denote what the
subjective writer of the novel tries to convey to the reader.
61. according to the “Atmosphere of the mind” which of the Persian novelist has tried to
convey what is in his mind to the reader and more successful than the other?
A) sadeq hedayat B) jalal al ahmad C) sadeq choobak D) gholam hossein saedi
Ballad: The word derives from the Italian”ballare” „to dance‟. Fundamentally a ballad is
a song that tells a story and originally was a musical accompaniment to a dance. We can
distinguish certain basic characteristics common to large numbers of ballads: (a) the
beginning is often abrupt. (b) The language is simple. (c) The story is told through
dialogue and action. (d) The theme is often tragic (through there are a number of comic
ballads). (e) There is often a refrain. The ballad poet drew his materials from community
life, from local and national history, from legend and folklore. His tales are usually of
adventure, war, love, death and the supernatural.
62. based on the definition of the word “Ballad” which of the following words can not
subsumed it?
A) tale
B) song
C) music
D) dance

